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4| Forme collection:
beauty takes on new 
shapes 
New decorative effects 
provide floors with 
fascinating geometrical 
patterns that are 
fantastically modern and 
dynamic. Textures are 
created by using wood 
elements in different 
colours and shapes, 
composed in evocative 
modular patterns. 
Innovation and tradition 
meet through these 
original ideas by CP 
Parquet due to exclusive, 

stunning design that 
expresses the very best 
in craftsmanship, as the 
compositions are created 
by hand during laying. Our 
new decorative flooring 
is the latest stage in the 
creative system developed 
by CP Parquet over the 
years with 3D mosaics 
and Quadrotte. This 
research is distinguished 
by three valuable, distinct 
elements: design, the 
Made in Italy label and 
attention to detail with 
refined hand finishing.
cpparquet.it

8| Epoca
Epoca is collection 
of wood floors by 
Friulparchet that 
proposes, by a very 
special aging process 
and some old-
effect color shades, 
sensation of an used 
wood floor. Process, to 
make nature and wood 
fibres much more 
exhalted in European 
Oak, is made by hand, 

as colors and finishes. 
Epoca is proposed 
in different colors 
and in three sizes 
of 15 mm thickness 
plank and width 
145, 19 or 240 mm, 
that can be installed 
single or mixed, 
lengths overatake 
the 2 meters. In the 
proposed attached 
image, Artico color.
friulparchet.it

6| CLIP UP SYSTEM¬Æ
Clip Up System¬Æ is the 
innovative patent pending 
innovative floating laying 
system, inspectionable, for 
prefinished wooden¬†floors 
system. The installation 
is made with clips laying 
on the subfloor. With a 
little pressure planks are 
fit together and with the 
same easiness they may 
be removed, allowing the 
reuse of both boards and 
clips, with also the great 
advantage to have the 
possibility to replace one 
or more tables in any time. 
Clip Up System¬Æ laying is 

recommended also for the 
floors that have to be easily 
inspected. If you need to 
work under the parquet, 
the operation will be easy: 
just remove the boards, fix 
the problem and reposition 
them. Clip Up System¬Æ 
will ensure a fast laying 
and the floor will be 
immediately walkable. And 
the rooms will be furnished 
at once!. This revolutionary 
system is ideal for raised 
floors also for all private 
and public spaces, such as 
hotels, restaurants, airports, 
museums and so on.
clipup.it

5| We love Teak
The original Burma Teak, 
proposed by GIʎNT® in 
massive version, is a 
timeless classic, ideal 
for both modern and 
classical style rooms. 
The exceptional stability 
and the beauty of the 

grain and of the color 
tones make it one of the 
most requested woods 
in the market. GIʎNT® 
Burma Teak is available 
both unfinished and 
pre-finished with oil-UV 
Lacquer or natural oil.
listonegiant.it

9| Chevron tailor-made
Chevron in antique larch, retrieved 
from the roof of an old house 
nearby our company, hand-planed 
and oiled. The glue belong to the 
Class 1 classification. 
Dimension of the chevron on 
demand and tailor-made. 
pavimentiantichi.com
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7| Rail System
Rail System is the new 
system of Impertek products 
to install decking boards, and 
stonewares or slabs made 
of stone and ceramic, of any 
shape and size. Rail is a new 
joist developed to attach 
itself to the heads of the 
Pedestal Line supports. The 
second great news is Click 
Rail Head, the new head for 
the MegaMart line, which is 
rapidly fitted to the aluminium 
profile, thereby guaranteeing 
maximum stability and safe 
installation. Lastly, the new 
Top Rail AS Heads have a 
generous diameter of 120 
mm in which to host ceramic 
stonewares of any size, 

thereby ensuring maximum 
acoustic performance thanks 
to the soft anti-shock and 
anti-slip AS rubber, designed 
for soft and safe support in 
every situation. When setting 
up the raised floor with the 
Balance Line supports, which 
can be adjusted between 
25 and 392 mm, and with 
a self-levelling head, we 
immediately noted that the 
aluminium is designed with 
a lower silhouette that fits 
perfectly on the self-levelling 
head wings. Once the stands 
are positioned on the ground 
and adjusted in height, simply 
and rapidly engage the Rail 
joists on the wings.
impertek.com

https://www.cpparquet.it/?lang=en
http://www.friulparchet.it/en/
https://clipup.it/en/
https://www.listonegiant.it/giant/en/
https://www.pavimentiantichi.com/eng_index.php
http://www.impertek.it/

